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CCHCIE‘A L‘

It is possible to go aboufi our daily life and still

keep these exercises in our consciousness. They will, in

that way, become part of you. 'E'he same is true when you

bemin to create a part - the image will be with you all the

time.

“HOE-i" — 'w-um‘r" — "UHO’H

Once more. give a lesson, always keeping in your

mind "How," "Hhat." and “who." You must comprehend var

clearly that in teaching one of the greatest dangers is the

tendency to generalize. or wander about your subject. Don't

allow yourself to wander. It is better to pause and break

the lesson for a few moments. or play a game. stop at once

when you begin to wander. This wandering comes when one is

not sure of "How." “what." and "Jho," or "why." You rust learn

to he deliberate.

You have an individual problem to overcome. You

start very well, but you lose your power as you progress with

the lesson. It is something in your nature.

‘ VALUE ‘YTIohz  

As a teacher, you need this power to carry on through
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many hours of work. You will have route and pauses. but you

muat work afiain and again. start again and again. always

with a fresh impetus. Thio in very important for the fol—

lowing reason. You will give a lesson one day and the next

day you must repeat the samo loosen. You must not allow

yourself to think, "But I have spoken about this." You must

forgot that you have over opokon about it. You must be as

fresh as tho first timo - than you will fight this habit

to be intorootud in oooing or hearing a thing only oncn.

This is one of the bad habits of our modern life. to want

new sonnationu. We will moot this habit in our school, but

we muut ovorcouo it and poroiot by repeating and repeating

our loooono. Tho otudonto will understand more and more if

you hnvo the courage to repeat and repeat. In order to do

this the teacher muut have power. Therefore. thn_tendoncy

to loan thin power is a dangor.

He now have enough material with regard to concen-

tration for our particular aim. Ho could explore it more

from the psychological or pathalogicnl point of View. but it

is not necessary for our work. We now have enough material

for our use.

How try to write in three chapters the work you

are doing with your pupilfi- First. "Who“ and what you know

about it. then "How" and "What.“ Try to writo down all you

you know about these three things in as ooncisn and condensed
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torrant points.In thea form us possible. ‘1

) Luncentrfition 1n

 

chapter on tht" you must tell about

    order, {0) ”9w
 

eneral. (b) The exercises in

termn for the word “concentratlon.

 

must be very 0X~

uressive tetra. You must do this with the feeling that you

 

are seeking for the rih:t form. id is the same process 

whether you are writin: a: writer, thinker. of actor. Use

to

every pOSSLbility you canAfind out what yau

 

work. Realize that you are looking for the r

the thoughts.

CONCENTRATIO“ x

[
1"Concentration" for us is a special thing. It i-

a special term for us and has a special meaning. our concen-

tration is not only tho ability to concentrate in the usual

sense. but the ability to concenfirate on the spiritual objects.

We must study our "Chart of Concentration" to find our special

approach. h is our method of cnntactin: and merging with

the creative spiritual forces, which is the dnor by which we

can enter into the creative spiritual world.


